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Dear Friends, 

Most elected Presidents since the 1920’s have served two terms.  We think it likely that Donald Trump will 
serve only one term, joining Herbert Hoover and Jimmy Carter as “transitional” Presidents.  Transitioning from 
what to what, though?   

The Efficiency-Equality Tradeoff 

Overlaid on Presidential terms are 30-50 year cycles where the opposing forces of efficiency, concerned with 
efficient production and distribution, and equality, concerned with distributing the fruits of capital and labor 
across society, alternately dominate.  One-term Presidents often preside over a tumultuous changing of the 
guard.  Could Trump be the last “efficiency” President, a transition to a populist progressive era where equality 
mostly reigns?  

Hoover and Carter 

One-term President Herbert Hoover, 1929-1933, presided over the changing of the guard from the go-go 20’s 
to the “equality” New Deal of Franklin D. Roosevelt.  One-term President Jimmy Carter’s presidency 
transitioned the New Deal equality era to the present efficiency era.   

Since 1918 there have been two cycles of efficiency-led boom periods - Post WWI through 1933 and the 
current one that began in 1982.  There has been one cycle of equality (1933-1982).  Marking these two 
transitions have been some of the most difficult times since the Civil War.  Depression ended the Harding-
Coolidge-Hoover cycle and inflation ended the New Deal cycle.  

It could be that the 2007-2009 global financial crisis (GFC) was a catalyst to end the present efficiency cycle.  
We hypothesize that the Trump Administration, while adopting some efficiency policies like cutting taxes  and 
removing regulations, will mark the transition to a more nationalistic and populist era where capital 
(corporations and businesses) will share the wealth it gained over the past 35 years with labor, or the “other” 
90%.  We think that the mass of millennials who supported Bernie Sanders will have their day and a leader in 
the Sanders mold will emerge to take the Presidency in 2020.  But first, the country must survive the nastiness 
and polarity that is characterizing politics and society in 2017.  
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So what? 

Investors might be concerned that a transition from public policy that is efficiency-minded to one that is 
equality- minded would see profit margins cut, likely lowering stock prices, while wages and salaries rise.  But 
the situation is far more complicated.  President Obama continued the globalist efficiency policies that began 
under President Reagan while at the same time enacting regulations designed to promote race, gender and 
income equality.  But he was opposed at every step by a hostile House of Representatives, which controls the 
purse strings.  During the Obama Presidency, low interest rates, globalization and automation technology 
slowly brought the world from the brink of disaster experienced in 2008 while dramatically increasing 
corporate profits and slowly increasing wages.  This said, automation continued chipping away at highly paid, 
yet relatively unskilled jobs.  It is probably simplistic to look at the broad brush of change with the two way 
efficiency/equality model,  if we follow the current move across the globe to lessen income equality and to 
slow the forces of change that buffet mainly people who have been passed over by tech and globalization.   
 
We can foresee some rough times ahead.  Consider some past changings of “the guard.”  The French monarchy 
changed little while a new middle class was springing up from the business ranks, begetting Robespierre and 
the French Revolution.  Robespierre’s brutality brought the Corsican Napoleon Bonaparte.  Bonaparte brought 
war and defeat, but he ushered in the modern French republic.  Two World Wars in the 20th Century brought 
more death and destruction than the world had seen since the black plague of the middle ages, but today the 
world is more egalitarian and wealthy overall than it has ever been.  Yet the pace of technological change may 
surpass human ability to peacefully cope.  In short, there are more than just the forces of efficiency and 
equality in play today.  Reaction to the ineffectiveness of the elites to spread out the benefits of globalization 
has unleashed anger and resentment which had simmered for years but which now have bedfellows in nativist, 
isolationist and racist forces which could make an already nasty situation even nastier. 
 
We still believe that the checks and balances enacted by the framers of the U.S. Constitution will prevent a one 
party, authoritarian State and the people’s “better angels” will prevail.  Social fissures may worsen before they 
show signs of healing.   
 
And your money? 

Current events can be tumultuous without threatening financial markets.  Indeed, about last July economies 
the world over began lifting from their post GFT stupor, bringing with them a rising oil price and expectations of 
higher wages/salaries and even higher corporate earnings.  Not even Brexit or Twitter rattling by Donald Trump 
has shaken stock prices yet.  There is likely more to go in the current rally before the curtain closes and financial 
markets, especially stocks, stumble and fall.  And so we await a clear signal that change for the worse is in the 
offing.   
 
Thanks for reading today.  We are grateful for the opportunity to serve you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The opinions contained in this report represent the author’s current knowledge and are based on sources known to him at the time of 
writing.  Such opinions are subject to change at any time and are presented for educational value.  Any other use, such as investment 
solicitation, is inappropriate and absolutely unintended by the author.  Readers must evaluate information herein presented. 


